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XCURIOSITYX , set ahead of a serene tableau, reflects on its serene surroundings
and allows it to flow into itself by blurring the boundaries and offering the
locals a quiet and quaint space for nourishment and recreation. It is the perfect
melange of modern and vernacular architecture that offers young minds with a
creative outlet.
XCURIOSITYX is an extension of the Buyi life. It aims to respect and nurture
their lifestyle with its presence. In order to generate pluralistic ambience which
is essential characteristic of organic growth, XCURIOSITYX uses its vivid design
aspects to serve the locals and applaud the rich Chinese heritage.
Two interventions both formed of a squared plan whose dimensions are designed with
utmost care for the anthropometry that involved both adults and children alike
evolve a shared vocabulary of material and architectural language. The design
divided itself in various sequences which have been carefully layered to create a
series of zones ranging from the most public to the most private.
Starting with the monumentality of the entire structure, the space gets
perceptibly more casual due to the presence of a perpetual space that is only
bounded by the presence of bamboo. The inclusion of the serving station to a
minimalistic kitchen aids easy and informal control which is continued in the
library on the higher level which houses a large low table draped with batik
cloth, which attempts to inculcate values within the students of LiangMeng Primary
School.
XCURIOSITYX challenges convention. It practices going against challenging common
principles that organisation have been built on. The inclusion of a dragon styled
slide lends the design an atypical feeling. A similar feeling is sustained for the
library interiors with the highly eccentric levelled floor that houses books and
spaces for reading them.
The integrity of the site is maintained by the addition of an herb garden to the
terrace that overlooks the serene valley and inspires the students to embrace
their heritage.
The two strings of culture and modernism have been entwined to result in a space
that blends beautifully with the site and provides an insight into the vibrant
past as well as the future.
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